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Immerse yourself Place Vendôme
with the high jewellery of Lorenz
Bäumer, along its collaborations
with NBA, Guerlain and Baccarat!

Beauty

Why don’t you adopt the organic
beauty care line developed by
Comme Avant?

Gastronomy Paris Area

Why don’t you celebrate Lionel
Messi’s victory at Football World
Cup at Hard Rock Café Paris, with
his new Burger Champion’s
Edition?

Gastronomy Paris Area

Learn more about French
Gastronomy with the books
awarded by the Prix Antonin
Carême 2022

..while this beetle brooch combines
technical perfection & mystery. 

This giant amethyst table stands
in Bäumer Vendôme showroom..

..and turning into a birthday gift for
NBA, by Hennessy & Baccarat.

Crystal material needs years of
formation to be perfectly mastered..

..embodied by the Lorenz Bäumer‘s
imaginary & Baccarat‘s know-how.

From any detail of this black bee,
you can admire a true excellence..

..and of course the
barbichage Dreworks as a sort of

poney tail. 

A Dnal touch represented by the
olfactory Dlling by Guerlain..

..whatever you just select the
lipstick or the customizable case to

engrave.

Another panorama for
the Guerlain‘s collaboration with

Lorenz Bäumer..

..unless you prefer the original red
taint for this Rouge G?

A true rainbow of lipstick
possibilities for you to pick up..
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Why don’t you celebrate Lionel Messi’s victory at Football World
Cup at Hard Rock Café Paris, with his new Burger Champion’s
Edition?

..located in the heart of his Place
Vendôme‘s showroom.

Lorenz Bäumer at work, creating
behind his desk..

..prior inviting you for an endless
play on light around Cognac juices.

This basketball was delicately built
by crystal and jewelry experts..
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Messi’s victory at Football
World Cup at Hard Rock Café
Paris, with his new Burger
Champion’s Edition?
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Learn more about French
Gastronomy with the books
awarded by the Prix Antonin
Carême 2022
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After Alain Senderens,
L’Archestrate restaurant gets
reborn in Paris, with the chef
Shirley Duthilleux

Internationally famous as independent jeweler from the legendary Place Vendôme in Paris, the French jeweler Lorenz Bäumer,
has been creating high jewelry creations for 30 years. This keen art collector (read our previous article about his auction sale)
tends to Qnd inspiration at every moment, in order to create the most extraordinary and Qnest jewelry masterpieces to
acquire. Along this rich path, his Bäumer Vendôme house has been collaborating with numerous luxury houses, such as
Cartier, Baccarat, Hennessy, Guerlain and Chanel, for the conception of unique collector’s bilateral pieces. By AL

After being graduated from the famous École
Centrale of Paris, the designer Lorenz Bäumer
discovered a passion for jewelry. That’s why
he created his own line of costume jewelery
from 1987. Pursuing his own way in this
sparkling galaxy, he followed his intuition to
reach his incursion into the selective high
jewelry sphere in 1990. Therefore, Lorenz
Bäumer collaborated during many years with
Chanel jewelry, among many other prestigious
players (photo credits: Lorenz Bäumer). 

Motivated by a revolutionary creative spirit,
this artist is focused on following his own
imagination, through a series of constantly
renewed masterpieces based on the Dnest
materials.
 
 

That’s why, don’t be surprised to Dnd gold and
diamonds of course, but also other precious
stones, with a privileged relation with
amethyst… Although this master artisan also
wishes to move some jewelry codes, notably
by introducing certain avant-garde
techniques, such as titanium or even
meteorite extracts.

Nowadays, settled and particularly attached
to the legendary heritage of Place Vendôme,
surrounded by ancestral jewelry houses and
the Ritz Palace, the visionary Lorenz Bäumer
displays there a brand new breath and
highlights his various skills. Therefore, his
creations reXect a certain contemporary
approach, nourished by his passions for
nature, architecture and poetry. 
 
 

Apart from those personal creations, Lorenz
Bäumer has been called many times to
collaborate with other luxury houses, from
various domains to create unique pieces…
Thus, still on the behalf of Bäumer Vendôme,
a personal touch, conveyed by the Bäumer
Design entity, was left on a series of
memorable jewels or decorative objects, to
collect. Here are some examples of those
exclusive designs…

For instance, Lorenz Bäumer was much
inspired to initiate a connection between the
poetry of the rare Cognac cuvées of Paradis,
developed by Hennessy and in another hand,
the shapes of a basketball (photo credits:
Hennessy).
 
 

Therefore, in order to celebrate the NBA’s 75th
anniversary of this illustrious American
basketball league, the magician Lorenz
Bäumer paid many efforts to unveil one of the
most original and technically challenging
Cognac carafes in honor of two acclaimed
entities.

As you can see, Lorenz Bäumer offered his
jeweller’s vision of spirits, with the realization
of this to so-called masterful Paradis x NBA
carafe. Embellished in a Dne gold framework,
this precious basketball pays a certain tribute
to French crystal-making know-how, along an
ode to team spirit in different ways. Indeed,
hand-faceted with Baccarat facets, the curves
of this jewel somehow amplify the copper
reXections of the exceptional eau-de-vie, kept
inside.
 
For more information about this Paradis X NBA collaboration by Bäumer Design, visit the o]cial website. 

 
Apart from this, you could face different
realizations operated for Guerlain… For
instance, what else than L’Abeille Noire
Prestige Edition, in 2010 by Lorenz Bäumer to
start this selection? In fact, this incredible
perfume Xask, representing the iconic
Guerlain‘s bee, was reinvented in the Place
Vendôme.

As far as we know, this unusual fragrance has
been magniDed here, thanks to a special giant
shape. Dressed here in a deep black
crystal outDt, adorned with transparent wings,
faceted like diamonds, of course handmade
again assembled by the master glassmakers
from the Baccarat house.

 

Nonetheless, this emblematic insect of the
Guerlain house, since its early days, was
designed in a way that its inner scents may be
anticipated, and even desired, from its
sparkling appearance. For your information,
Lorenz Bäumer revived this black bee, with
the support of no less than 25 craftsmen
altogether, linked at each stage of the
creation with Bäumer Design, either from the
Ateliers Baccarat, notably for this most
delicate crystal step to achieve…

At last, the Ateliers Guerlain designed the last
touch of this Abeille Noire, through a haute-
couture dressing and the mandatory
Guerlain‘s Dnal ritual, known as the
barbichage, accomplished with a deeply
meticulous care.

If you wish to acquire another collaboration
with Guerlain, but this time in an accessible
fee. Why don’t you adopt a Rouge G lipstick?
Created in 2009 by the artistic director of
Guerlain, named Olivier Echaudemaison,
again in close cooperation with Lorenz
Bäumer, this best-selling Rouge G edition,
promoted by Guerlain‘s make-up division,
would bring you some luxury design with its
iconic cases.

Thus, reXecting the vision of two passionate
craftsmen, as each one expert in his own
excellence Qeld, you would be undoubtedly
seduced by the marvelous re_ects and colors
from those customizable jewels, to carefully
apply on your lips…

Therefore, this contemporary incarnation of
one of Guerlain‘s most acclaimed products is
available in 7 natural sheer colors and 8
stylish jewel-inspired double mirrored cases.

 
Adding to this, don’t miss to create your own
Rouge G de Guerlain, by selecting your ideal
shade and the design of your capot case, as a
souvenir of Lorenz Bäumer‘s imaginary, to
bring anywhere and for any occasion, to keep
an expressive smile.
 

More details on the o]cial website.
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Immerse yourself Place Vendôme with the high
jewellery of Lorenz Bäumer, along its collaborations
with NBA, Guerlain and Baccarat!
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“The world of Qne jewelry is the same as the one of beauty, as Parisian luxury
and endless colors” admits Olivier Echaudemaison, the creative director of

Guerlain‘s of make-up division.
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Thousands march to EU parliament in Strasbourg in
support of Iran protesters
Up to 12,000 people marched Monday to the EU
Parliament in the eastern French city of Strasbourg
in support of Iran’s anti-government protesters while
the Eiffel Tower lit the night with the slogan “Woman.
Life. Freedom,” which embodies the protest
movement spilling beyond Iran.
NEWS WIRES

Charges dismissed against TotalEnergies for
'complicity' in Ukraine war crimes
A complaint against TotalEnergies by two
associations for “war crimes complicity” for
allegedly helping produce fuel for Russian warplanes
that have bombed Ukraine has been shelved by
prosecutors.
NEWS WIRES

UK offers tanks in Ukraine’s hour of need, but will
Germany follow suit?
Britain’s offer to send more than a dozen Challenger
2 tanks to Ukraine has increased pressure on
Germany to do likewise with its coveted Leopard 2
battle tanks. But the German defence minister’s
resignation on Monday, just days before a critical
meeting at the US Air Base in Ramstein, Germany,
has raised questions over whether […]
Leela JACINTO

UK pulls ambassador, vows more reprisals against
Iran after execution of dual national
Britain on Monday vowed more reprisals against
what it said was Tehran’s “weakened and isolated
regime” after it executed a UK-Iranian dual national.
NEWS WIRES

How the WhatsApp, Instagram blackout is impacting
millions of Iranians
The Iranian government shut down Instagram and
WhatsApp and drastically reduced internet speed on
September 21 in response to nationwide protests.
This has not only greatly restricted Iranians' access
to information but it has also limited millions of
Iranians' business activities. Three of our Observers
explain how these restrictions have affected their
daily lives and how they are still managing,
sometimes, to get around […]

Islamist militants kidnap at least 50 women in
northern Burkina Faso
Islamist militants kidnapped around 50 women
in Burkina Faso's northern province of Soum on
January 12 and 13, the government said in a
statement on Monday, conDrming earlier reports in
the media.
NEWS WIRES

Gina Lollobrigida, Italian Dlm icon and photographer,
dies at 95
Gina Lollobrigida, who has died at the age of 95,
shot to fame in the 1950s as a sultry Mediterranean
sex symbol, then became a photographer and
sculptor after stepping away from the movie world.
NEWS WIRES

Anthropologist Chowra Makaremi says Iran protests
'fuelled by anger'
When Chowra Makaremi came to France from Iran
as a child, she had to leave her mother behind.
Several years later, in 1988, her jailed mother was
one of thousands killed in mass executions. Now
an anthropologist, Marakemi explains that the
Iranian regime has long used state violence for
control, setting up a sort of "contract" […]
Alison SARGENT

German defence minister quits ahead of key
decision on arming Ukraine
German Defence Minister Christine Lambrecht
resigned on Monday after coming under months of
heavy criticism over Berlin's stuttering response to
the war in Ukraine.
NEWS WIRES

Italy's most wanted maDa boss Messina Denaro
arrested after 30 years on the run
Italy's Carabinieri police have arrested Matteo
Messina Denaro, the country's most wanted maDa
boss, ending a 30-year manhunt for the notorious
mobster, local media reported on Monday.
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